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*" This bulletin reports certain of the.,more technical aspects of a study 
entitled, "Family Living on Selected Ohio, Farms; An Analysis of ....:xpenditures 
for Living and Other Related Factors, ~sed upon 187 Account Book Records." 
A non-technical bulletin based on the findings of the study has been issued as 
Bulletin 468 of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Stat ion, entitled, "Family 
Living Expenditures on Ohio Farms." The reader should refer to this bulletin 
for summary of method and background data. The study was also submitted as 
a thesis to the Graduate Faculty of the University of Minnesota in partial 
fulfillt1ent of the requirell;Jents for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
I. H.elation of Cash Expenditure for family Livinf; to Qillain Other Variable 
FaC~2J'.!!• 
Among the various printed studies of f11rm family living i.>1 the United 
States 7 a nu:ilber of objectives are discernible; 
(1) Some s-tudies have been made merely for the purpose of determining 
the au1ount of cash spent by the farm family for living purp9s~s and the ~-nount 
of materioJ.s contributed to family living; by the home farm.\ l; Such studies have 
bee1'l generally called "cost of living" studies. 
{2) Comparison of rural family living with urban family living, with 
particular emphasis upon a compax·ison of budgetary ca:.tegories, has been an im-
porta.'lt objective in a numbex- of s·tudies. (2) The ilwestigators have attempted to 
reduce rural livinc; to sor&Je system of more or less comparable measures, cotmnonly 
dollars, for the purpose of obtaining a comparative view aT farm life. These 
atteiJpts have been none too successful because of the extreme difficul-ty of re-
ducing certain h.JportG.nt aspects of farm and urban living to comparable terms. 
( 3) A third objective has been thc.t of determining the internal la>lS 
of budgetar~ O~G~iz~tio~ and vari~tion. Practic~lly ~11 ~f tb;,so-callod_rural 
standc.rds or l~v~ng studles havo worked toward th~s obJect~ve.lvJ Tho vur~ous 
budgetary categol"ies are analyzed with reference to each other and to th<:: totD.l 
budget. 
(4) A fourth objective is that of explaining the budgetary behavior 
of farnilies in tenus of associated, non-budgctery variables. Such factors ns 
incowe, capital, schoolin[; of ti10 frunily meubcrs, reading matter utilized, etc., 
are correlated. with the budget u.ncl its cu.tcgorics. : .. o.ny studies huve utilized 
this objective to a greater 01; J_css extent~ it has served apparently as the r.:ajor 
obj€·ctivc in cc-rtuin studies. ~ 4 ) Following tho 1i1cthods of urban studies, these 
( 2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
Examples of such stUdies o.rc Peel<, F~"Thz-co:>t of Living ~nne~ot;­
l<'urms - 1905-1914. A.inn. i.gri. Exp. Stdion, Bul. 162. 
Johnson, o. n.., Costs of .i~~ily Living on the Farm. Missouri Agri. :Sxp. 
Station, Bul. 213. Rankin-, J. 0., Cost of :;;"'ceding the Nebraska Furm 
Frunily. Nebr ... l.gri. Exp. Stc..tion, Bul. 219. 
Hawthorn, H. ·:J., The Family Living from the .li'o:;.rr.1. U. S. D. A., Dept. Bul. 
1338. 
~xc.mplcs of these studies c~rc Kirkpatrick, .;;;. L., The ii'o.rmcr 's Standard of 
Livinc;, U. S.D ... · •• , Dept. Bul. 1466. Von Tungoln, G. H. and Others, Cost 
of LivinG on Io\JO. Farms. Iowct .. :..gri • .Sxp. St<l.tion, Bul. 237. Zi.n..-ncrman, 
G. C., J!'ru:1ily Livint::; on Successful l.anncsotc. .. <'ur1~1s. 11~nn • .h.gri ...... xp. 
Station, Jul. 240. The objective is implicit in many othor studies. 
Sec c:spccidly .·~.mlcrson, ~!. _.:_., Fum Family Living .t1.mong ·.illite Owner a.nd 
'1\:nunt Operators in ·,ju~;:c County, North Cc..rolinu. N. c. Agri. Exp. Stdion, 
Bul. 269, ~~d Fa.ctors Influencing Livint; Conditions of ·7hitc Owner and 
Tenant li'r:.rmcrs in Wake County. N. c. J.gri. Zxp. Stc-.tion, Tcchn. Bulo 
No. 37j by the sumo uuthor. 
Sec· cspociu.lly Kirl:pa.trick, ~. L., ;rhc- St:mda.rd of Life in A Typico.l :.>cction 
of Diversified Farming. Cornell .kgri. Exp. St~'-tion, Bul. 423; Kirkpatrick, 
E. L., The Rclntion Between the Ability to Po.y and the Standa.rd of Living 
Among F<.~r-rc1c:rs. U. S.D. i-..., Dept. Bul. 1382; Thaden, J. F., Sto.nda.rd of 
Living on Iowa. Furms. Iown Agri. .ii:xp. Sta.tion, Bul. 238; Zirill1.Jcnnan, C. c., 
and Blo..ck, J. D., Factors .Affecting .c;xponditurcs of Fc.rm Ii'omily Incomes in 
Ldnncsota., Linn. :.gri. ii;xp. Station, Bul. 246. 
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attempts have seldom gone beyond the si~ple sorting or budgetary data on one var-
iable7 or coefficients of simple correlation. Kirkpatrick\5) has attempted to 
remove, or hold constant, the factors of family size and composition {number, age 
and sex) by developing empirical scales of consumption requirements for individ~a~a. 
These have been developed for all of the major budgetary categories. ZL1111ermanl6) 
has used the simpler method of removing these factors by reducing the total budget 
to food adult equivalents. 
Kirkpatrick has also attempted to reduce the totality of f~i~y living 
to one composite index by the arbitraril~ weighted score card method. 7) None of 
the correlations so obtained were high.( ) It would seem, if one may reason by 
analogy from the worlc of the farm business analysts, that such a method is likely 
to produce less fruitful results than a detailed analysis of the relationships 
existing among the numerous items and ya:t:iables which go to make up the so cia-
economic complex called family living.\9) 
This analysis of account book and survey data tends in the direction of 
the fourth objective mentioned above. It is believed that family living in its 
totality is influenced by a large number of variable factors and contingent cir-
cumstances. 'rhese should be studied carefully in their relationships to one another 
gelation...£1 'l'otal i\eceipts to Farm Expense and F~ily Living. (lO) 
As total cash receipts increased all major types of cash expenditure 
for living also increased, until receipts reached a level of $4500-$5000, after 
which expenditure for living tended to bee orne constant. 
When the r.1ajor budgetary categories were grouped so as to correspond 
roughly to the so-called "physiological" and "non-physiological" types of expend-
iture, it was found that both increased at approximately the same rate as total 
cash receipts increased. Table I gives the rates of increase of these categories 
and the percentage each is of the total living expenditure. The so-called 
"physiological" expenditure includes those for food, clothing, operation goods, 
furnishings and equipment, and health. These data bear out Zilrnnerrnan's conclusion 
( 5) 
( 6) 
(7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
(10) 
op. cit., pp. 14-15. 
op. cit.? pp. 16 ff. 
Kirkpatrick, E. L., 'rhe Standard of Life in a 'l'ypical Section of Diversified 
Farming, PP• 49 ff. 
Evidently the correln.tions so obtai11ed >lere considerably affected by the low 
reliability of the score card. Through the courtesy of Dr. Kirkpatrick, 
the writer had the privilege of examining 100 copies of the original 
scores. It was found that, due to the lack of variation in the scores of 
the education factor which accounted for 300 points in a total of 1000 
points, the reliability of the score was only .228. ifuen the education 
factor \vas omitted from the list, however, the reliability of the remaining 
items of the score was .783. Since the reliability of a score card should 
be as rauch as • 9, it is evident that Kirkpatrick's score, as he used it, 
was faulty. 
cf. Zimraerman, c. C., "Objectives and Methods in Rural Living Studies." 
Jl. of Farm Economics, Vol. IX, pp. 233 ff. 
In order to avoid repetition, much of this section is omitted here. The 
reader is referred to Bul. 468 of the Ohio Agri. Exp. Station, pp. 26-30, 
for both text and tables. 
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that competition between "physiological" and "non-physiological" types of expend-
iture {or as it is often expressed, between necessities and comforts, or living 
essentials and "advancement") "is a secondary matter in farm budgets."(ll) Such 
competition does not appear to be present in these data. 
Table I.- Rf~iG:cjve Increase of Exvenditures for r·p:-:,ysiological 11 ~ 
a.r..d :'Non-Physiological" Purposes, by •rotal Cash Receipts. 
Total _ "fh1'§}..0lpgical" ~xpe:l'ld"itUre~Non-Physiologic~~;rog:EJ...U!r..~ 
Cash Rate of Per cent of total Rate of Per cent of total 
Receipt Increane living 3Xpendi.tur."' Increase living expenditure 
Qrou~p:s ____________ _ 
Under $1000 
1000 - 1999 
2000 - 2999 
3000 - 3999 
4000 - 4999 
5000 - 6999 
7000 - 9999 
10000 & over 
Total .hYerage 
100 67 
117 65 
136 67 
153 70 
184 70 
209 59 
209 63 
260 67 
151 66 
-··- ---·-
100 33 
172 35 
137 33 
134 30 
163 30 
292 41 
252 37 
262 33 
154 34 
-------------·~~----~--~~--~~~------~----·~~-
·Includes expenditures for food, clothing, operation goods, furnishings and 
equipment and health. "Non-Physiological" includes the remainder of the budget. 
It has been stated, that as far as farm farnilies are concerned, the 
primary corQpetition is between living expenditures and land investment expend-
itureso(l2J It would be truer to say between living expenditures and investment 
expenditures, for many farmers are now investing in forms of income property 
other than land. This is to be noted in the group under consideration. But it 
may be questioned whether this statement is unqualifiedly true. In the lower 
cash receipts groups investment funis disappear a:rd the primary competition oc-
curs between living expenditures and farm operating expense. Apparently under 
these circumstances fam~ly living becomes the more resistant. Farm expense falls 
below living expense(l3) and, if necessary, reserve capit~l is utilized for 
living, or bills are unpaid in anticipation of future receipts, or more supple-
mentary receipts from outside sources are sought. If bills are left unpaid it 
{11) op.~it.,P.2s:- --- -----
(12) Explanation of the difference in the behavior of the physiological and non-
physiological types of expenditure when sorted on total cash receipts and 
when sorted on total expenditure for living lies in the fact that size of 
family is not correlated with receipts and total expenditure for living 
only imperfectly so. 
(13) cf. Anderson, W. A., op. cit., pp. 44, 48. Ninety-six per cent of the 
tenants reported no investments. Kirkpatricl~, E. L., and Hawthorne, L-:t. W., 
Sources a.'1d Uses of Income Among 300 Farm FarJilies of Vinton, Jackson 
and t.:ieigs Counties, Ohio, 1926, pp. 2-3o There were no investments and 
farm expense did not exceed living expense until total cash recc ipts 
reached $1500. 
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matters little whether the items come under the head of farm expense or family 
living" The records under consideration show both methods in use. The fa1nily 
must live even though working capital is reduced ani debts accumulated. There 
are minimum standards of respectability ard independence to maintain. ( 14) There 
is little or no surplus funds for investment, and the family is less interested 
in investments, or in increasing the size of the farm business, than in hanging 
on and meeting the necessary farra expenses without reducing working capital. 
The relative size of this low receipt group of farmers who have no in-
vestment funds is unknown. Zimmerman(l5) found that 11 per cent of the farmers 
studied in Iviinnesota during 1926 had receipts under $1000. Anderson\16hn North 
Carolina, in 1926, found that 67 per cent ·of the farmers of Wake County had total 
cash rec~i~ts under $1000. A composite distribution of the results of several 
studies(17 J in Ohio between J,92Q and 1928 showed 24 per cent to have total cash 
receipts under $1000. Wertz (18) found that the mean gross receipts from agricul-
ture in Ohio for tho five year period, 1924-1928, amounted to $1424, and the moan 
farm expense (not including interest) was $754. Since a distribution of this 
sort is skewed toward the lower end, it is a certainty that more than half of 
the farmers of Ohio had total farm receipts of less than that amount, assuming 
Wertz's calculations to be correct. If 20 per cent of the farm receipts be added 
for non-agricultural receipts, (19) the moan total would amount to $1780 with 
the median something loss than that amount. It would appear to be a conservative 
estimate, therefore, to say that about 20 per cent of the farm families of Ohio 
have total cash receipts of less than $1000 per year. Consequently, if the above 
argument is correct, competition between living expenditures and investment 
expenditures does not occur among the 20 per cent of the Ohio farm families who 
have lowest total cash receipts. 
As total cash receipts mount., expenditures for both farm and living 
increase and investment funds appear. Ultimately both farm expense and invest~ 
ment funds become greater than living expenditures. In the data under considera-
tion farm expense exceeded living expense when total cash receipts amounted to 
( 15) 
( 16) 
( 17) 
( 18) 
( 19) 
cfo Williams, ,J. LT., AnlimG;ican Town, ppo 34-44. Tho neigh~~;;;: 
ditions described here have largely disappeared but many of the population 
traits of that period still survive. 
op. cit4, p. 8. 
op. cit., p. 25. 
Taken partly from farm account books and partly from family living studies. 
Wertz, v. R., Estimated Income from the Ohio Agricultural, Industry. Ohio 
Agri. ~xp. Station, Bul. 450. 
The proportion of receipts from non-agricultural sources is unknown. It 
evidently varies greatly in different sections and in different income 
groups. Tho Ohio population movement survey of 1063 farms showed that 16 
per cent of the families had supplementary sources of income. Kirkpatrick 
and Hawthorne found that 29 por cent of total cash receipts, among the low 
income farmers of Jackson, Meigs and Vinton counties, was not obtained 
from farm operations. Apparently the percentage is higher among low in• 
come farmers than among farmers as a whole. Mro R. Moore, of the Ohio 
Agricultural Experiment Station found that of 937 farms keeping financial 
records for 1924-1927, 16 per cent had receipts so low that the abnormal-
ly high percentage paid for taxes threw them distinctly out of line with 
the group as a whole. (Unpublished data). 
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c.bout $3000, ;md ilivostijlent funds exceeded living expense when total cash re-
ceipts a~mounted to about $4500. zu,werman(20) found these points to be about 
$2750 and $4250, respectively. They evidently vary in place and probably in 
time, but it can be said with considerable certainty that they exist. Further 
study of those points is needed. 
The fact that family living expenditures tend to become constant after 
total cash receipts reach the neighborhood of $5000 is significant. (21) In tho 
first place such budgetary behavior reveals tho upper limits of the conventional 
class standards of rural living. While economic differentiation has introduced 
class distinctions into tho farm population, there still exists a degree of 
homogeneity and personal democracy which cannot be duplicated in any other sim-
ilarly largo body of the population. These class factors serve as checks upon 
high expenditures for fOlilily living. Tho result is that high income families 
increasingly turn their funds into investment channels rather than spend them 
upon fmnily living. There is no higher expenditure class into which such f~~i­
lies may pass and still remain farmers. In tho city thc.y would merely pass into 
a higher cxpc.nditurc class and increase their living expcndi turcs. 
In tho second place such budgetary behavior reveals tho consumption 
limitations of tho rural environment. The urban environment offers opportunity 
for almost limitl.::ss expenditure for cul-tural dcvclopmout and conspicuous con-
sumption. 'fhe rural environment is, at present, dofin:i.tcly limited in these 
respects. The farmer who is able to spend $1500 cash per year on family livir.g 
is tho aristocrat of his class in the sense that he may onjoy most of what his 
environment affords. It is not too much to say that as the farmer's standard 
of living must certainly be increased by raising tho incomo of the low receipt 
groups, it me.y be raised also by enriching the rural environment, thereby making 
it possible for well-to-do farmers to extend the upper limits of the prevailing 
rural standards of living. 
flel<::.tion of lt'ood and Fuel Furnished to Total Receipts.-- (Soc Bul. 468. pp. 30-31) 
Rolo.tion of Si zc of' FnrJily to P.cccipts and Living Expenditure. 
In the analysis of the relation of size of family to expenditure for 
living and other living factors, one of three general methods is usually em-
ployed. These are: (1) Avoid the problem by selecting "standard" or similarly 
composed families; {2) simple sorting or correlation analysis using size of 
family or household as a variable either in terms of number of persons or some 
other unit such as adult equivalents; (3) holding the size of family or house-
hold, including age and sex co·mposition, relatively constant by means of re-
ducing expenditure to some unit basis, usually some form of per capita or adult 
equivalent. 'l'he first method is, of course, unsatisfactory because it neces-
sitates dealing with a group selected with respect to size of family. ii::ither 
the second or third methods are satisfactory provided the proper units of measure, 
are devised and applied. 'rwo major difficulties are apparent. One is the dif-
ficulty of obtaining a unit scale which vvill reflect accurately the age and sox 
composition of the family with respect to expenditure for any purpose such as food. 
(20) op. cit., P• 14. --------------------·--------·-------------------
(21) cf. Lively, op. c;i.t., p. 28, Zimmerman, op. cit., pp. 14-15, Anderson, 
op. cit., pp. 53 ff. 
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The other is the difficulty of obtaining a scale, or set of scales, Vlhich will 
allow accurately. for variatio_n in th: number~ ag~ and sex requj,rements with re-
spect to the vanous types of expend~ture found ~n the budget.t22) The develop-
ment of scales for food consumption has progressed much farther than the de-
velopment of scales for clothing, housing, recreation, etc. One investigator 
has concluded that at present the foqd consumption scales are the only ones 
sufficiently accurate to be used.(23J Kirkpatrick has devised an empirical 
scale of adult eq11ivalents for each major budgetary category. He believes, 
however, that they are less satisfactory for food, rent, operating expense, and 
personal goods than for other budgetary categories.(24) 
In the present study more than one method was employed in order to obtain 
the most satisfactory measure. The purchased budget was obtained in terms of 
cost-consumption units (Kirkpatrick scales) and also in terms of adult-raale 
equivalents for food.(25) The resulting unit expenditures obtained by use of the 
two scales wore correlated, and the coefficient obtained was .73, Er • .035. 
Since this correlation is not high enough so that interchangeability of these 
r,Jeasures may be assttmed, the question becomes one of ·which is the better measure 
of size and family, when considered from the standpoint of predicting cash ex-
penditure for living. When considering a multiple variable problem, it is 
desirable to obtain independent variables which ( 1) are L ighly correlated with 
the dependent variable, and (2) have as low inter-correlat:Lon a1110ng themselves 
as possible. Taking cash expended for living as the dependent variable and total 
cash receipts and size of household as the independent vc,riablcs, it was found 
that, for the 179 cases under consideration, the correlation coefficients wore 
as follows: 
s irn pJ:sl_L_ ____ Parti~r __ ___. __ 
Purchased Budget (Xo) and Total 
Cash He co ipts (X I) .469 Er = .058 .488 Er = .057 
Purchased Budget (Xo) and Adult 
Male Equivalents, Food (4) .457 Er : .059 .477 Er • .058 
Total Cash Receipts (Xt ) and 
Adult Male Equivalents 7 Food (X.1..) .078 Er = .074 -.173 Er = .073 
Ro.la.. = .631 Er = .045 
It will bo noted from those coefficients that total cash receipts and adult I<Jalo 
equivalents for food were correlated significantly with the purchased budget, and 
that total cash receipts and adult malo equivalents for food were not corre-
lated. Therefore, since these two independent variablE;S had practically a zero 
correlation, within the limits of error, the cost-const.<,Til:J-Gion moasu·re (Kirk-
patrick scales) could not have a lower correlation with 'nucoipts, although it 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
·----·--------------------···----------· See discussion of various scales in Kirkpatrick, E. L., The Stand:1rd of 
Lifo in a Typical Section of Diversified Farmin(> Cornell Agri. Exp. 
Statio11, Dul. 423, pp. 43-46. 'I'he scale hero used was later modified 
by the usc of larger numbers. See the Rola.t ion Between the Ability to 
Pay and the Standard of Living Ar,Jong Fanners. u. S.D. A. 7 Dept. Bul. 
1382, pp. 12-15. 
Z immo rman , o p • c it • , p. 16 • 
Kirkpatrick, Ibid, PP• 12-17. 
The actual computation of those units was done by H. McKayo and :tv!. Brown 
of tho Dept. of Home Economics. 
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might be correlated mor€ highly with the purchased budget. As a matter of fact, 
however~ when the pt~rchascd budgot expressed in terms of cost-consumption units 
was correlated \lith receipts it produced a coefficient of approximately the same 
value ( .41~ Er = .062) as that produced by corroluting total cash oxpcniiture 
with total ca.sh receipts ( .47, Er • .058). But when cash expenditure for living 
per adult male cquivclont for food was correlated with total ce.sh receipts per 
o.dult male equivalent for food the coefficient was .60, Er = .048. This tended 
to verify the multiple coefficient previously obtained. Hence, it appeurs that, 
for the d.::tta in question, the adult male equivalent for food was a better r.1easure 
of size of ·household than the Kirkpatrick scales of cost-consumption units. That 
is, when considered from the point of view of predicting cash expenditure for 
living. (26 ) 
To.ble II gives a cor:Jparison of cash e:ll.-pendi ture for living when iJeasured 
by these two methods and the relation of both to total cash receipts. (27) It may 
be noted that the expenditure per cost-consumption unit was a;Lways greater tha~1 
Table II.- Comparison of Cash r:.:xpendi ture for Living When Measured in Terns 
of Adult l'lale Equiv<:tlents {Food) and Cost-Consumption Units~ 
a.nd Their Relation to Total Cash Receipts 
Total Cash Receipt's 
per :"...dult Male 
Equiva.lent {Food) 
Under 
300 -
600 -
900 -
1,200 
1,500 
1,800 
2,100 
2,400 
2,700 -
3,000 -
3,300 
3,600 
3,900 -
$300 
599 
8S9 
1,1S9 
1,499 
1,799 
2,099 
2,399 
2,699 
2,999 
3,29S 
3,599 
3,899 
4,199 
13,200 - 13,599 
Total 
Num-
ber 
of 
Co.ses 
11 
59 
52 
29 
10 
6 
3 
0 
4 
l 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
179 
Mean Tot a.l Cash 
i!:xpenditure Per Adult 
Ii::ale :;i;ill:!,,!Valent (Food) 
All1ount Rate of Increase 
Lowest Group• 100 
175 
232 
239 
287 
320 
308 
425 
312 
475 
500 
475 
725 
261 
100 
133 
137 
164 
183 
176 
243 
178 
271 
286 
271 
414 
149 
·-=--:-~-·---};iean Tota.l Co.sh 
Expenditure per Cost-
_ __Qg_nsumptioa Unit 
Amount Rate of Increase 
Lo•~est Group= lO.Q 
252 
305 
317 
401 
420 
367 
458 
437 
525 
600 
525 
725 
343 
100 
121 
126 
159 
167 
146 
182 
173 
208 
238 
208 
288 
136 
(26) One or two reQsons for this itK<.y be hazarded. The Kirkpatrick scales were 
found difficult to apply to these dato., partly because of lack of clarity 
in their expression and pc.rtly because of the rather detailed rilannor in 
which it wo.s a.tter,1i_)ted to apply them. In case of family mer-:1bers who were 
n.bsent parts of the year, n.s Wlll as in case of other irregularities, it 
beca..i11e difficult to fix the proper household size index. 'rhe a.dult 111t.le 
equivalent food scc~le could be applied much more accurately. 
(27) Since total cash receipts n.nd adult male equivalents are not correlc.ted, re-
duction of the former to receipts per a.dult mule equivalent does not alter 
the result. The zero correlution wus discovered after the reductions h'ld 
been mc.de. 
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expenditure per food adult male equivalent. This was due to the fact thD.t the 
household size index for food was generally larger than the index for other types 
of expenditure. It may also be noted that while expenditure increased much more 
slowly than receipts, by whichever method used, expenditure per adult .~nle 
equivalent increased at a more rapid r<octe than expenditure per cost consumption 
unit. Expenditure per adult male equivalent was, therefore, correlated c1ore 
closely with receipts. 
H.elat ion of Value of Food and Fuel Furnished pe.£. Adult Male Equivalent to Cash 
Expenditure for Living per Adult Li:ale Equ.3:jalent. 
\Then the value of food and fuel furnished was reduced to adult male 
equivalents aJ:ld reh.ted to cash expenditure for living per adult male equivalent 
there was virtually a zero correlation. Table III indicates this rel2ctionship. 
While food and fuel furnished increased more than 10 times, the maount of cash 
spent increased only lo3 times. From th~ standpoint of its utility in predict-
ing cash expenditure, therefore, the value of food and fuel furnished wu.s of no 
value 1 when size of household was held constant. In fact these tvm factors showed 
so little relation to each other that they may be treated much more accurately 
as two independent variables than when combined as one comples variable as is so 
frequently done in studies of this sort.(28) 
Table III.- Relation of Food ~~d Fuel Furnished per Adult Male Equivalent 
to Total Cash Expenditure for Living per ).dult i,Iale 
Equivalent 
Value of Food and Fuel 
Furnished Per Adult 
Male Eguivalent 
$10 
- $19 
20 - 29 
30 - 39 
40 - 49 
50 - 59 
60 - 69 
70 - 79 
80 
-
89 
90 
-
gg 
lOO - 109 
no - 119 
120 
- 129 
130 - 139 
140 
- 149 
150 - 159 
Total 
--------------------Number Total Cash Expenditure 
of per Adult Male 
Cases Eguivalent 
1 225 
2 275 
4 238 
21 289 
23 249 
35 259 
29 254 
20 238 
14 257 
8 294 
10 280 
5 275 
2 225 
3 292 
2 275 
179 261 
----
(28) Subsequent analysis showed that size of family and amount of labor per-
formed by members of the family upon domestic industry were adeqU8.te to 
explain approximately ono-half of the variation in value of food and 
fuel furnished. 
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Relation of :;rotal Caf!ital to ,9as£l SJ?ent for Living. It would seei~l reasonable 
that the totn.l capital possessed by the f~rm~ r would show some relation to his 
cash expenditure for living. Kirkpatrick~;::g) obtained a correlation coefi'icient 
of .48 for owners and .51 for ovvners and renters combined, when expenditure was 
expressed in terms of cost-consuwption units. Pradically the sarJe coefficient 
( .46) was obta.ined for the data used in this study~ when expenditure and capital 
were both expressed in terns of adult male equivalents. Capital possessed v~as 
significantly related to cash expenditure for living. The remaining quection 
is whether capital possessed was sufficiently independent of cash receipts to 
contribute anything more toward a prediction of cash expenditure for living. 
Analysis of the data showed that capital per adult male equivalent was correla-
ted with total cash receipts per adult male equivalent to the extent of .76. 
Hence, it could not be expected that capital would add much to the predictive 
value of tot2:.l receipts. And it did not. The coefficient of multiple corre-
lation obtained was .60 which was no larger than the coefficient obtainocl when 
receipts alone was used. The coefficients obtained were as follows: 
lot al Cash ""~pend it ure for Living per 
• ,".dult Ho.lc :;qui valent (Xo) o.nd Tot:.:;,.l 
Cash 1~cc..:ipLs per Adult Hale 
Equivalent (X1 ) 
Total Cash Receipts per Adult Male 
Equivalent (X1 ) and Total Capital per 
Adult Male Equivalent (X:t,) 
Total Cash .::.;xpenditure for Living per 
Adult Lale _jquivalent (Xo) and 'l'otal 
Capit2:.l per Adult l.iale Equivalent (X~) 
Ro.IA. = .60, Er • .048 
Simple._._r __ _ Partial r 
.60 Er • .048 .43 Er • .061 
.76 Er =- .032 .68 Er = .040 
.46 Er = .059 .01 Er ... 075 
flelation_££._A_gc of OJ?erator and Homemaker to Cash Ex2enditure for Living. An-
alysis of tho data of 186 faraily records showed no significant relation between 
age of operator and homemaker and cash expended for living. This we-ts true 
whether age ·was related to total cash spent or to cash spent per adult male 
equivalent. It was also true irrespective of whether the age of operator or tho 
average age of opero.tor and homemaker were used. Hence, age of operator and 
homemaker Vi ere of no value in predicting cash expenditure for living. 
Belation of Schooling to Cash i;:;xJ?enditure for Living. The relation of schooling 
to E xpcnditure for living is an important matter. Everywhere one encounters 
tho belief tha.t education in the broad sense has the effect of raising the 
standard of living. Formal schooling is more easily measured th~1 general edu-
cation, but its. relation to standards of living may be slightly different. 
Kirkpatrick (30) obtained a correlation of .43 betwoon schooling of oper:::.tor and 
homemaker and c;xpenditurc per cost-consumption unit. Thaden (31) believed that 
the extent of the oducat ion of the children showed more promise as an index of 
th~ frunily standards of living than any other factor. But the oxtc:nt to which 
education influences st~ndards of living independent of ability to pay and the 
(30) 
(31) 
--Kirkpatrick, E. L., The Standard of Life in a Typical Section of Diver-
sified Farming. Cornell Agri. Exp. Station, Bul. 423, p. 116. 
Kirkpatrick, E. L., Relation Between the Ability to Pay and the Standard 
of Living .:.~-nang Farmers. u. S.D. A.? Dept. Bul. 1382, p. 27. 
Thaden, J. F., op. cit., p. 107. 
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oxtont to which education influoncvs standards of living through increasing tho 
o.bility to pay is 1.mlmown. For discussion purposes the subject may be divided 
conveniently into two aspects; (1) education of operator and homi.mm.lwr, and 
(2) education of the children. 
For this analysis no measure of general education was available. 'I'he 
measure used was that of grade in school finished by the various members of the 
family. When the data were grouped into three broad groups, ( 1) those having 
avera8e schooling below high school, (2) those that averaged somewhere in high 
school and (3) those that averaged somewhere above high school, the relation of 
schooling to bo·iih receipts and expenditure for living was evident.(32) \!hen the 
three factors were analyzed by the correlation technique, the following coef-
ficients were obtained: 
Cash ,C;xpenditure for living per Adult Male 
Equivalent (Xo) and Total Cash :iteceipts 
Simple r 
per Adult iviale Z:quivalent (X 1 ) .60 Er • .048 
Cash Expenditure for Living per Adult 
Male Equivalent (Xo) and Average School-
ing of' Operator and Homemaker (X~) .36 Er = .065 
Total Co.sh Receipts per Adult Male 
Equivalent (x 1) and Average Schooling 
of Operator and Homemaker (X~) .27 Er = .069 
Ro, 1.2, • .64; Er = .044 
.52 Er • .055 
.26 Er = .070 
.07 Er = .075 
It appears to be clear from this analysis that the schoolinr; of oper-
ator and homemaker was significru1tly related to both receipts and expenditure 
for living~ though the correlation was not high in either case. Apparently there 
was a slightly .closer relation between schooling and cash expenditure for living 
than between schooling and receipts. The fact that schooling was related to 
both of these f'a.c·tors~ however~ g~we it o.n insignifica.nt value as an ad~itional 
index of expenditure for living. Thc.t is, from the standpoint of prediction 
of ca.sh expenditure for living, total cash receipts per adult ID[tlc equivalent 
(food) \<O.s virtua.lly a.s good as both receipts an~ schooling taken together. 
It ic cor.u:1only believell that th\:.' education of children exerts iJi1por-
ta.nt influence upon the beho.vior o.nd standrtrds of the fru-aily. Hence, it is 
presumed thu.t tho ec.l.ucat ion of the children affects the fmnily expenditures 
for living purposes. This seems reasonable. Schooling, particularly in high 
school and college costs considerable. The 21 families having one or more 
children in college averaged $294 per year for educational purposes whilo tho 
166 families hc.cving no children in college averaged but $60 per year. Further-
more, the totctl avera.go budgets of these two groups of familit:.'S difi'ercd by 
$441, a difference greater by $200 than tho difference in amounts spent for ed-
ucation. Is this, then, evidence that the families having children in collE:go 
possessed hibhcr standards of living and therefore spent L.1ore cash for living 
than those who ho.d no children in college? Tho answer is negative. The farailios 
having children in college were sufficiently larger, in terms of adult .male 
equivalents, to account for the entire difference. In fact, when the o.:wunts 
s pont for cducn.tion, per adult male oquivctlent, by the two groups, were omitted 
from the total co.sh expenditure per u.dult malo oquivctlent, the remaining budget 
of the group ho.ving no children in college became slightly larger than thctt of 
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the families having children in college. Apparently, as far as these families 
arc concerned, huving children in college increased cash expenditure for educa-
tion and also increased total cash expenditure by somewhere noar tha.t amount. 
liThe n s izo of fru-nily was held constr' ..11.t, there was no indication that cash spent 
for other living purposes was increased while children were in college. The 
reverse was suggested. 
Is there other evidence that tho oduco.tion of children influences tho 
total ~~ount of cash spent for living? Tho datu obtained in this study do not 
offer such evidence. In the first place, the schooling of tho children was re-
lated only very slightly to the schooling of the parents. The children of renters 
appeared to be making as good educo;tional progress a.s those of owners, as far 
as they could be compared. (33) This was interprded to mean that the families 
in question were all financially able to give their children reasonably good 
schooling; and that the influence of compulsory school attendance laws and the 
wide dissimination of the belief in the desirability of an education have more 
influence in tho matter than the schooling of tho parents. 
In tho second place, the average schooling of all children 18 years of 
ago and over showed no relation to the amount of cash spent for living per adult 
male equivalent. If the higher education of children servos to L'lcreaso the 
total cash expenditure for living independently of the extra amount required for 
their education 9 it might be assumed that such cash expendi turc would be higher 
in families where children were being or had been well educated. Such did not 
appear to be the case with the familia s under consideration. 
In the third place, a weighted index(34) of children in school showed 
no relation to the amount of cash spent for family living per adult male equ iv-
alont. Somo frunilies with a low index of children in school spent comparatively 
large sums for living. Children in the grades were sometimes given music lessons 
which groat ly increased expenditure beyond what was necessary for formal school-
ing. Other frumilios with a high index of children in school spent less for 
living. Apparently these families economized in other directions in order to 
give the child ron the des ired amount and kind of education. In some cases tho 
children went partly on their own resources, earned whilo at school or during 
tho summers. In other cases the children attended schools of college grade 
located close enough so that they could live at home Q part of the time. 
133y- Comparison of-families with respect to th;-education of their children is 
a difficult matter. For purposes of this study a. fan1ily index was com-
puted as the ratio of the aggregate number of grades completed by children 
in school to the aggregate number of grades that would have been completed 
if all children were up to grade. "Up to grade" was taken as a child of 
six in tho first grade and one grade per year thereafter until the child 
had finished college at the ago of 22.. Obviously such an index throws no 
light upon the distance a child will travel in school. The indices 
varied from 65 to 109. 
(34) The index was constructed on the basis of the following weights: One 
child in eler.wntary school • 1; one child in high school - 4; and one 
child in college = 8. The weights were arbitrarily set to approximate 
tho relative costs of schooling children. 
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~ion of Reading Ma.tter to Cash Zxper;£iture for Living. A number of investi-
go:tions have found that tho a.r.1ount of reading matter which families koep in 
their homes is significantly r·elated to various aspects of behavior and expend-
iture for living. The extent and nature of the reading mutter received and 
perused by familias is without doubt some index of the type of life they lead. 
'rhat is, it is some index of the socio-economic status of the family. But 
socio-economic status is a broad compleX for which no general index is available. 
In this study ~e wcro interested primarily in factors which may servo as indices, 
not of genera.l socio-economic status, but of th~.: total cash expcndod for living. 
'rhe problem, therefore, was one of the rolc1.tion of reading mutter to this cash 
expend iturc and to other significant fa.ctors which may also serve as indices. 
Reading matter ma.y be divided conveniently into books and periodical 
literature. For the families under consideration there was a fairly close 
correlation between the nur;Jber of newspapers and magazines rocCi vod ::mel. the 
number of books owned. Thoro was no relation between number of books ounod and 
numb~.;r of books borrowed from libraries or other sources. Apparently the read-
ing habit is the important family variable, and the number of books and period-
icals owned and received varies somewhat accordingly. 
'rhe average number of hours per week spent in reading by the opera-
tor and hor.wmaker was not r0latcd signific:mtly to the number of newsptl.pcrs 
and magazines received. The nu@bcr of hours per week spent reading by opera-
tor and homemaker varied from one to seventeen; the average number was 8.4 hours. 
The greater amount of reading mat·tcr in some homcs apparently served to increase 
the variety and possibility of choice rather than to increase the number o'f 
hours spent in reading. 
The relation of average schooling of operator an4 homcma.ker to the 
number of newspapers and magazines received was slight.(35} 
When number of newspapers and magazines received was usod as a mcasuro 
of the reading mo:ttcr of the family and related to total cash expenditure for 
living per adult male equiva.lont, it was found to have a significant relation. 
The relation of p;..'riodicals received to total co.sh receipts was very low. The 
relation of periodicals to cash spent for living was not sufficiently high to 
give the formor much validity as an index of the latter, however. 'rho conven-
tional number of ma.guzinos received was eight or ten. This concentration about 
the mean lowered the value of magazines as an index of expenditure for living. 
The following correlation coefficients wore obtained& 
Total Cash Expenditure for Living per 
Adult Male Equivalent (Xo) and Total 
Cash Receipts per Adult Male 
Equivalent (X1 ) 
Total Cash Bxpenditure for Living per 
Adult Iviale :&quivalent (Xo) and Number 
of Periodicals Received (X\) 
Total Cash Receipts per Adult Male 
Equivalent (X 1 ) and Number of 
Periodicals Received (X~) 
R0, 1~ • .63; Er • .045 
Simp~~r ______ ~P-a=r-t~=i~a~l--r~-
.60 Er • .048 .61 Er • .047 
.25 Er = .070 .24 Er = .070 
.09 Er • .074 -.07 Er = .074 
--------·---------
-----·--(35) The correlation coefficient obtained was .28. 
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When the average number of hours spent in reading per week by the 
operator and homemaker was correlated with cash expenditure for living per adult 
male equivalent, it was found that it was no more closely related to expenditure 
than the number of papers and magazines received. Hence, the number of hours 
reading was of no more value as an index of cash expenditure for living than 
the amount of periodical literature received. 
Relation of Conveniences f£~sed to Cash Expenditure for Livipg. 
The possession of conveniences was defined arbitrarily as the posses-
sion of one or more of the following lista furnace, electric or gas lights, 
bath, power water supply, indoor toilet, power washing machine, electric iron, 
electric vacuum cleaner, and telephone. Since practically all families pos-
sessed one or more automobiles that item was omitted from the list. The relation 
of the number of these conveniences possessed to total cash receipts and tota.l 
cash expenditure for living per adult male equivalent, and to the kitchen 
score is indicated in Table IV. 
The kitchen score card first used was the extension worker's score 
card published by the Extension Service of the United States Department of 
Agriculture. It was found, however, that the reliability of this score ~ard 
was only .51. The score card was accordingly revised and its reliability 
raised to .80. Since the reliability of such a score card should be as high 
as .90 the revision is yet imperfect. Nevertheless, the scores of 91 kitchens, 
based on the revised card, showed a significant correlation with the number of 
conveniences possessed. 
Table IV.- Relation of Nmnber of Conveniences Possessed To Total Cash 
Receipts and Total Cash Expenditure for Living per Adult 
Male Equivalent, and to Kit chen Score 
N~rof- --Number Average Total Average Total 
Conveniences of Cash Rec0ipts Cash Expenditure 
Cases per Adult l.iale for Living per Kitchen Score 
Equivalent Adult Male Number Average 
Egui!,!.lJ!ID! or·ca.sos Score 
0 1 450 275 1 62 
1 27 694 212 15 73 
2 22 764 234 11 71 
3 21 836 230 7 79 
4 15 730 215 7 76 
5 24 900 248 11 82 
6 24 813 269 13 84 
7 15 1690 392 11 87 
8 12 750 271 5 83 
9 18 1317 331 10 90 
Total 17g 914 261 91 80 
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When tho numbc r of conveniences possessed was related to total cash 
expenditure for living per adult male equivalent, it was found that the rela-
tionship was a significant oneo It was also found that the relationship exist-
ing between number of conveniences possessed and total cash receipts per adult 
male equivalent was sufficiently low so that the number of conveniences possessed 
some additional value as an index of cash expenditure for living above that 
possessed by total cash receipts. The following correlation coefficients were 
obtained: 
Total Cash Expenditure for Living per 
Adult lviale d:quivalcnt (Xo) and Total 
Co.sh l\ucdpts. pc r 4dult l.iclc Equivd<mt 
(?.,) 
Total Cash Expenditure for Living per 
Adult Male li:quivalent (X0 ) and Number 
of Conveniences (X~) 
Total Cash .i.eceipts per Adult Male 
Equivalent (X,) and Number of Conven-
iences (X~) 
R&,a = .66; Er = .042 
Simple r 
.60 Er • .048 
.38 Er = .066 
.16 Er = .073 
Partial r 
.59 Er • .049 
.35 Er • .066 
-.08 Er • .074 
B_elation of .&mount of Money Invested in.J:urniture to Cash ExpendiJ.uro for F§P.!ily 
Living. When the amount of money invested in furniture was related to total cash 
expenditure for living per adult male equivalent, it was found that the corre-
lation coefficient (.30) was significant. It was not as high as Kirkpatrick 
obtained in his Now York Study~ \.36) however. Furthermore, it was found that 
the amount invested in furniture was correlated sufficiently ( .22) with total 
cash receipts so thcl.t this factor possessed little prcdictivc value for cash 
spent for family living, above that possessed by total cash receipts alone. Tho 
coefficient of r:~ultiple correlation obtained with total cash expenditure for 
family living, per adult male equivalent, as the dependent variable (Xo), and 
total cash receipts per adult male equivalent (X1 ) and amount invested in 
furniture (X~) as tho independent variables was Ro. 1:,. • .62; Er • .046. Hence, 
it is clear tnat in these data the value of furniture was of little value as a 
predictive factor. 
Ro~ation of Organization Relationships to Total Cash Expenditure_£££ F2~ily 
Living. The extent to which the members of a family arc affiliated with and 
associated with the formally orgGnized organizations and institutions of the 
community constitutes some measure of the socialization of the family. Pre-
sumably tho socialization of tho family is correlated to somv extent with the 
quantity ru1d quality of ~oods and services which the family consumes as a part 
of its family living. (37) No me;asuro of tho quality of the goods and services 
used is here available. Consequently tho problvm becomes ono of tho relation 
(36}oP. cit. ,p:ll~H~btain-;d a coefficient of .54 wh~~;~~mption 
units were used and furnished values included with the purchased budget. 
(37) For example, it has been found that the number of organi.zations to which 
the family belongs is correlated significantly with the number of books 
ov~1ud and the number of periodicals taken. 
Sec Kirkpatrick, .i{;. L., and Others, Rural Organizations and the Farm 
Family, Wise. Agri. Exp. Station, Research Bul. 96~ pp. 54-55. 
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of family socialization as mt:asured b terms of organization relationships to 
the quantity of cash spent for these goods and services, i.e. for family living. 
The method of measuring organization relationships was to develop a 
family index based upon the organization relationships of all members of the 
family who were ten years of age or over. The index included membership, at-
tendance, financial contributions and positions of leadership (i.e. officer-
ships) held. The financial contributions for church and organization dues were 
taken from the faraily record of expenditures. The other items were collected 
by the survey metqodt Each of these four organization relationships were 
equally weighted.t38J That is, one membership, one attendance and one officer-
ship was each put equal to 100. The per family average total cash expenditure 
for church and organization dues proved to be $56.00. The average number of 
persons per family 10 years of age and over was 3.41. This gave a per capita 
contribution of $16.42 per year. This sum was put equal to 100 and each family 
scored according to how its per capita contribution compared with that sum. 
ThQt is, each dollar contribution equalled 6.1 points. Of course, a very large 
percentage of the total family score so constructed is made up of attenda..11ce 
at meetings. 'l'his is perhaps as it should be. 
The social agencies and organizations included in the index were the 
church, grange, Farm Bureau, fraternal orders, Parent-Teacher Association, and 
all miscellaneous clubs such as 4-H Clubs, and organizations auxiliary to cht1rch 
and school. 
Table V.- aelation of Organization Index of Total Cash Receipts and 
Total Cash Expenditure for Family Living 
Organizatio~umber 
Index of 
Cases 
Total Cash Receipts per Total Cash Expenditure for 
Adult loiale Equivalent Living per Adult .Mule Equivalent 
Average Rate of Increase: Average Rate of Increase: 
------------------------Am~o~un.tM-~L~o~Group=100 __ ~~ Lowest Group=lOO ____ 
Under 1,000 
1,000 
2,000 
3,000 
4,000 
5,000 
6,000 
7,000 
8,000 
9,000 
10,000 
11,000 
- 1,999 
2,999 
3,999 
4,999 
5,999 
- 6,999 
- 7,99S 
8,999 
9,9S9 
- 10,999 
11,999 
Total 
5 
3 
12 
27 
23 
25 
39 
23 
12 
3 
6 
1 
179 
510 
550 
?00 
917 
1193 
798 
827 
946 
1225 
450 
1350 
750 
914 
100 
108 
137 
180 
234 
156 
162 
185 
240 
88 
265 
147 
179 
185 
158 
213 
229 
288 
265 
262 
284 
300 
158 
358 
375 
261 
100 
85 
115 
124 
156 
143 
142 
154 
162 
85 
194 
213 
141 
(38) A modification of this score was used by Kirkpatrick and Others in the 
Wisconsin study previously referred to. See page 12 of that study. 
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Whe11 this index of family organization relationships was correlated 
with total cash expenditure for living~ per adult male equivalent, the coeffic-
ient of simple correlation was found to be .26 •. This is a low but significant 
correlation. The remaining question was whether this organization index was 
also related significantly to total cash receipts. It was found that this re-
lationship was low. Tho coefficient of simple correlation was .06. Table V 
shows tho relation of the organization index to the group means of total re-
ceipts a...'td cash spent for living. Evidently tho organization index was related 
much more closely to cash expenditure for living than to total cash recoipts. 
The method of multiple correlation gave the following coefficients: 
Total Cash ~xponditure for Living per 
Adult }:!ale 3quiva1ent (Xo) and 'l'otal 
Cash Receipts per . .;.dult Male Equiv-
alont (X 1 ) 
Total Cash Expenditure for Living per 
Adult Male ~quivalent (X0 ) and Organ-
ization Index (~) 
Total Cash Receipts per Adult Male 
Equivalent (X,) and Organization Index 
(X,a) 
R 0 .1s. • .64; Er • .042 
_Simple r Partial r 
.60 Er • .048 .60 Er • .049 
.26 Er • .064 .27 Er • .065 
.06 Er • .073 -.11 Er • .074 
From the results, it mu.y be said that in these data the organization relation-
ships of the family as measured by this index constitute a significant factor, 
though a slight one, among those which possess predictive value for total cash 
expenditure for living. 
~lation of Play Facilities Possessed to Cash Exp~nditure for Living. The 
possE:ssion of an arbitrarily selected list of play facilities for childrEm wn.s 
used as an independent variable and related to total cash expenditure for liv-
ing, per adult malo equivalent. There uas no signific&1t correlation. Tho 
list of play facilities used was baseball, basket ball, football, tennis, 
volley ball, croquet, horse shoe, rope swing, porch or lawn swing, hruJmock, 
wagon, sled, pony, and other p~ts. The mean number of those play devices pos-
sessed by tho families was 4.3. 
It should be made clear that this list was selected arbitrarily from 
those possossod by tho families. It was not decided upon a priori. The fam-
ilies were not homogeneous with respect to this factor, however. Some had no 
children. Some had only grown children who no longer used these pluy devices 
and, because of their age, perhaps never did use many of them. 
!!elat~of Labor on Domestic Industry to Cash .:;;::xpenditurc for Living. The 
extent of the domestic industry which ·(;he farm family maintains might con-
ceivably be related to the cash expenditure for living. By dom-:stic industry 
is meant those home industries such us washing, churning, care of chickens and 
gn.rden, etc., industries most of which have been lost ainong city fmnilios, 
but which havo an important bearing upon fUL1ily living r.mong farm for.ailics. 
Such domestic industries might conceivo.bly affect th<:: total cc.sh expenditure 
for living in at least two wn.ys: (1) by increasing the amount of living con-
tent obtained without tho expenditure of cash, and (2) by serving as a sort 
of index of socialization. 
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The estimated nur:Jbcr of hours v;hich the members of the family spent 
per year workj.ng at these home industries was obtained and used as a.n independ-
ent variablo.\39) Tho home industries included wc·rc washing, ironing, mending, 
sewing, baking, churning, boarding fn.rm help, care of milk, cn.ro of chickens, 
care of ga.rd~n, and care of lawn. This was divided into labor performed by tho 
homcmaker(40) and labor performed by other members of tho fcmily. Tho labor 
porforrilcd by tho homemaker was further divided into ( 1) that performed on 
washing, ironing, mending, sowing, baking·, and churning, and (2) thz::.t performed 
on boarding farm help, milking, cn.ro of chickens, and. caro of gnrdcn and lawn. 
Ninety por cent of the labor done on both of these groups of domestic industry 
was per formed by the homemaker o The remainder v1as porfoDmcd by the operator or 
the children. There was no significant correlation between the n.mount s of labor 
pcrfor:ncd by the homemaker upon those two groups of industry, however. That 
is to sa.':/, that there was only the slightest tendency for the amount of ln.bor 
performed by tho homemaker upon the outdoor group of activities (milking, cn.re 
of chickens, garden, lawn and bon.rding fn.rm help) to dccrcn.sc as the umount of 
labor she performed upon the indoor group (~.shing, ironing, mending, sowing, 
baking and churning) increased. The rclat ionship was quite consistent from one 
yec.rly group to another. Apparently, tho question as to what domestic indus-
tric:s shc.tll commo.nd the mn.jor portion of the homemaker's time is settled upon 
considerations other than whether they belong to the indoor or outdoor group. 
Common sense, of course, tends to verify this conclusion. Very likely the 
individual preference of the homemaker together with the particular circum-
stances surrounding the family are the chief deciding factors. 
Tho totc.tl amount of labor performed by all members of the family upon 
these domestic industries was correlated with the total value of food and fuel 
furnished by tho fc.trm. The coefficient wc.ts .37. ·when both labor and furnished 
values wer~:. reduced to adult male oquivalcnte, howovor, the correlation wo.s 
reduced to ncar zero. It also hc.ppenod that there wn.s no significant corrclc.-
tion between total labor on domestic industry and the totn.l cash spent for liv-
ing. Hence, it must bo concluded that for these data, labor :performed on 
domestic industry wns of little or no value in predicting cush expenditure for 
living. 
Toto.l Predic~ Vo.luc of the Variables Considered. The mc.jor objective of this 
ann.lysis wo.s that of locating n. sufficient number of significant vc.rit1.bles out-
side the cash expenditure budget itself to enable one to predict with some 
degree of accurucy the totc.tl c.mount of cash 1iihich the farm f::,mily Yiill spond 
for living purposes. The problem may be approached in other ways: (1) one may 
attempt to predict the various individual budgetary categories by the usc of 
internal budgct::cry fo.ctors, such us amounts o.nd proportions spent for various 
purposes. (2) One may attempt to predict tho various individual budgetary cate-
gories by usc of factors which lie outside the budget. (3) One may attempt to 
predict the totd ca.sh expenditure budget by mca.ns of factors which lie without 
the budget. Then, too, some combination of these three approaches may be 
( 40) 
-------------------~-----------· The estimates were obta.incd in terms of hours per wcclt for a given number 
of weeks and reduced to a yca.rly basis. 
In a fow cases where poultry and dairy were chief sources of farm income 
a.nd the homemaker contributed much labor it was classed us help with 
farm work rather thun labor on domestic industry. 
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used. (41) All of these o.pproo.chcs must be exploited before the budgetary re-
lationships of tho farm family will be understood. 
In this study a long list of possible vo.ric.bles vms obtained o.nd oo.ch 
was exc..minod for its predictive value. The more signific<::tnt of those have been 
set forth in the preceding po.gos. In order to keep tho analysis simple o.nd 
clear tho numbor of variables under consideration at one timc: rms kc pt smc.ll. 
It has been seen that total co.sh recc:ipts and size of family \Joro the rJost sig-
nificant of those trco.tcd. But as each significrutt vario.blo wo.s o.dded the value 
of their collective influence becrune more of o. question. Hence~ the more sig-
nificant ones were combined into o. multiple corrolc.tion ano.lysi3 J 42) The 
follo~ing variables were useda 
Size 
fovd. 
X0 :. Co.sn Expenditure for living per adult mc.lc equivo.lcrtt. 
X1 = Tota.l Cash Receipts per Adult Mc.lo Equivalent. 
X.a.. = Average Schooling of Operator and Homcmr:.kcr. 
X3 = Number of conveniences posse·ssed. 
X
0
ot = Index of Organizr,tion Relationships. 
f family v1as held constant by means of adult mrclc equ ivalont scales for 
Simple r -~ _§.blJ2lc_ r E • -· :r: 
re>l • .600 .048 r,., = .164 .073 
ro.1 • .362 .065 :r. 1·1# = .065 .074 
ro.a 
-
.378 .066 rz..3 = .18? .0'72 
ro.'/ = .255 .064 r~., = .188 .072 
r,.~ = .267 .069 r '·'I • .121 .074 
lvlul ti ple correlation coefficicnta .Ro. 1~,., = .70; Er = .053 
The multiple correlation coefficient thus obto.inE.'d wo.s equal to .70, 
and accounted for o.pproximc.toly one-half of the toto.l vc.ri(:..tions of the vuria.ble 
Xo~ the total cash expenditure for living per n.dult male equivalent. No doubt 
the vc.luo of this cooffic icnt could have been ra.isod slightly by the addition 
of mon: of the tested vario.bles at ho.nd. It V/O.S clear, however, from the low 
simplu correlations of these factors vJi th tho purchuscd buciget, and the ndurc 
of their inter-correlcttions that they sco.rccly v;ould raise the multiple coef-
ficient enough to \mrrant the extra labor. The solution probably lies in the 
direction of obt:..il1ing new and more significc.nt vnrio.bles ruther them<.:. further 
SULJmCLtion of relatively insignificant ones. 
(41) 
( 42) 
-------------------------------Prof. ·~1. A. Anderson usc:d one of these combino.tion o.pproo.chos c.nd c.t-
tcmptcd to predict tho v.:::.rious individuc.l budgetary categories. Ho wc.s 
most successful with the co..togorios of food and fuel, clothing and o.uto-
mobile. Sec Factors Influencing Living Conditions of Whit.c Owner rcnd 
Tcna.nt Fcuililics in Wa.ko County. No. Co..rolin::~ Agri. Exp. Stc.tion, Tcchn. 
Bul. 37. 
Those va.rio.blos found to possess little or no predictive vo.luc because of 
high intercorrelations were toto..l cr.•pito.l possessed, value of food o..nd 
fuel furnished, o..gc of opcr<:ttor o..nd homemc.ker, schooling of children, 
rea.d,ing matter obt:::.incd, amount of IilOney invested in furniture, plc.y 
f::teilitics of children~ number of children born, OIJ.Jourrt of kbor on 
dooooti.c industry o.nd uveragc o.mount of time spent rea.ding by opcro.tor 
o.nd homemaker. 
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Apparently the cash expended for family living by the families under 
consideration was influenced by a considerable number and variety of factors. 
These families, although many were not even well-to-do~ were schooled above 
the average and were in contact with the world of affairs, both locally and 
otherwise. For this reason, it might be inferred that, in add it ion to ability 
to pay, a greater variety of factors would play a part in determining the size 
of their purchased budget than vv'Ould be the case \Jith fe.milies whose behavior 
was more completely conditioned by local circumstru1c0s. On the other hand 
Professor Anderson, working with more cases an::l. wHh fa;nilies that evidently 
v1ere conditioned much more by the local environment, found total cash receipts 
and schooling to be o:f' less significance in explaining budgetary behavior than 
was the case in this study. Whether the remaining variation in cash expenditure 
for living may be accounted for by means of a few significant but undiscovered 
variables or only by means of a largo number of relatively insignific~~t ones, 
it is impossible to say. Probably the latter is the bettor guess. 
II. fntor-Ycarly and Int.er-Family Vari.!=Uim· 
Since there were 47 families tnat kept continuous records for two or 
moro years, some study of inter-yearly variation was possible. It was de-
sirable to know how inter-yearly variation compared with inter-family varia-
tion, since multiple records from some families were used in the total 
summaries. 'l'he coefficient of variation, ~erage devl&li.Qn X 100 was used for 
A. Iv~can 
this analysis.(43) When computed for variation in total cash receipts the re-
sults were as follows: 
Variation between years. 
v 1926-7 - 11.2; I'; = 1. 5 
V 1S27-8 • 17 .2; dY • 2.0 
Y~ion between families. v 1927 = 57.9; ~- 6.7 
( 27 cases} 
(37 cases) 
(37 cases) 
The varia·tion between years was much lower than the variation betv1eon families, 
in 192'1 which was a typical year~ but hit;h enough to account for considerable 
error if one year only was used. Similar results were obtained when variation 
in cash vxpcnditurc for living was considered. Tho results \JCre as follows: 
Variation Between Y~urs. 
-V'l926-7 - 8.6 (7 = 1.2 
v 1927-8 - 8.8 Uv - 1.0 
Vb.rio:t.ton ]3etween_l§:milies. 
y1n7 •33.6 ~;•3,.5 
(28 cases) 
(38 cases) 
(47 cases) 
Thus, it appears thd the variation in cash expended for family living is 
subj0ct to less variation than total receipts; that the inter-yearly variation 
in frunily living expenditure is less thru1 the inter-family variation, and that 
there appears to be great0r stability of inter-yearly variation i~ fmnily 
(43) The average deviation is usually applied to variation within a single 
frequency distribution. Hero it is also applied to variation between 
two frequency distributions. The formula used was 
v a~ D. per family between years X lQQ A. M. per family for both years. 
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living expenditure than for total receipts.(44) 
Apparently the size of the household is likely to vary less from year 
to year than either receipts or expenditure for living. The coefficients of 
variation, computed for the same group of families as previously considered, 
i.e. 28 families for 1926-27 and 38 families for 1927-28, yielded the following 
results: 
Variations betwe~~· 
V 1926-7 • 5.6 (fi a 0.75 
Vl927-8- 4.4 av = o.5o 
Variation between famil~. 
Vl927 = 26.2 fi • 2.6'1 
The unit of measurement used here for size of household was the adult male equiv-
alent a~ given by the Hawley(45) food scale for calculating the energy require-
ments of a f~~ily group and used elsewhere in this report. Not only the actual 
members of the household but all other parsons who were members of the household 
for food purposes for varying lengths of time were included. This latter element 
increased the variation only slightly, however. Most of the inter-yearl:,' vari-
ation may be attributed to variation in hired help and visiting relatives who 
were members of the household for parts of the year, and to variation in the 
length of time adult children, who were attending school or working away from 
home, were included as members of the household. 
When inquiry was made into the inter-yearly ~ariations occurring in 
the various budgetary categories within the cash expenditure budget itself, it 
was found that food varied approximately tho same as total cash expenditure 
(exclusive of life insurance) while clothing, operating expense, furnishings and 
equipment, health and advancem<mt (education, recreation, church and benevolences, 
organization dues and gifts) varied somewhat more than total cash expenditure. 
The coefficients of variation obtained may be found in 'l'able VI. 
Table U .- Coc:i:i icicnts of V"ari:":tion of the J:ajor Bude,dary Cc:tcgorics Bc~...-;oen 
Ye .. ~rs L1 the So.mc l~a.:Jilics ani Bctr;ccn FarJilics thl.' Sw-uc Year; i'or 
Frunilics Ke0ping Records for Liore than One Year 
----- ----Between Years 
·-
Between Families 
Item ---~26-7 (;" \71927-8 . ~ :\?3)~7 tR : 
Total Purchased 8.6 1.2 8.8 1.0 33.6 3.5 
Food Purchased 9.2 1.2 8.0 0.9 34.2 3.5 
C lathing 17.1 2.3 12.9 1.5 47.3 4.9 
Operating Expense (Fur ch asod) 15.5 2.1 13.7 1.6 45.9 4.7 
Furnishings and Eq1.1ipment 44.0 5.9 55.8 6.4 68.6 7.1 
Health 45.2 6.0 36.1 4.1 80.9 8.3 
Advancement 23.3 3.1 20 .l 2.3 69.8 '7.2 
Total 
(44) 
(45) 
Furnished 8.6 1.2 8.8 1.0 33.6 3.5 
---· -----------------------According to the Bureau of ."l.gricultural Economics, the variation in the in-
dex of prices paid by farmers for cor.m10ditios used in living for the years 
in question wsts almost too slight to bo significant. The index was 164 for 
1926, 161 for 1927 and 162 for 1928. See The Agricultural Situation, 
March 1930, p. 17. No comparable index for Ohio is available. 
Hawley, E., Dietary Scales and Standards for lvieasuring A Family's Nutritive 
Needs. u. S. D. A. 9 Technical Bulletin No. s, p. 28. 
It seems evident from those coefficients that food is the least var-
iable major catec;ory in the budget when. variation from year to y<:ar is considored. 
When the furnished operating expense was subtracted from the total furnished 
category, of which it v;as a small percentage, the inter-yearly variation in fur-
nished food was no greater than that of purchased food. 
On the ot~er hand, furnishings, and equipment, health and advancement 
wore the greatest variants. In these budgetary categories expenditure items tend 
to be small one year and large the next due to an cxpcnsi vo illnoss, the pur-
chase of furniture or the cost of maintaining one or moro children in school. 
It is evident also from this table that the variation in budgetary 
categories from year to y(ar within a group of families is much less than tho 
variation bct\·locn the families of the same group. Tho greatest inter-family 
variation occurred in expenditures for furnishings and equipment, health and 
advancement, while least variation occurred in tho expenditure for food and in 
tho value of food and fuel furnished by tho home farm. There wore least dif-
ferences betY/ecn inter-yearly and inter-family variations in the categories of 
furnished food and furnished fuel, furnishings and equipment and health. The 
greatest difference between inter-yearly and inter-family coefficients occurred 
in food purchased. 
III. Mothodologi~~: 'l'he Significance of Using More than...QEe Record from 
!h~e Familx. Some of tho advantages of having records from the f~nilics 
studied for more than one year have been made apparent in Section II. It re-
mains to inquire how the addition of more records from the some families affects 
the general rosults obtained by using but ono record from a family. In order 
to compare tho results obtained by both methods the simple correlations betwoen 
the four variables used in obtaining tho final multiple correlation coefficient 
and tho dependent variable were calculated. It will be romombcrod that those 
variables were: 
Variable 
Xo = 
x, • 
XJ.. • 
x..3 • 
XI/ -
Total Cash Expenditure for Living per Adult 1ialc Equivalent. 
Total Cash Receipts per Adult Malo Equivalent. 
Average Schooling of Operator and Homemal;:or. 
Number of Conveniences Possessed. 
Index of Organization Relationships. 
The following comparisons illustrate tho results: 
---------·------·--------------------------------------· Correlation with X0 ; 179 
Cases, 67 Repeaters 
0' r Er 
1.91 
3.68 
2.42 
2.59 
2.22 
o600 
.362 
.378 
.255 
.048 
.065 
.066 
.064 
Correlation v;ith X0 ; 112 
___Q~, no Repeaters 
r Er 
1.96 
---
2.00 .511 .081 
2.99 .276 .087 
2. 55 .429 .085 
2.14 .239 .089 
------------· 
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Since there was greater variation botwee11 families than from yco.r to 
yeo.r in the sauc family, with respect to these variables, (Soc Section II), th~ 
effect of adding consecutive yearly records from the same families was to lower 
the standard deviation. In all of the· above cases but one this oc currcd. That 
is, the sta.niard deviation wa.s either a.ctua.lly lowered by c.dding tho 67 records 
of repca.ting families, or it was not ra.iscd proportionally to the number of 
records added. 
In three ca.sos tho correlation coefficient wns raised and in one ca.so 
lowered by adding the 67 ropoa.tcr records. Howovor, the chru1gos in those co• 
efficients were not great enough to place them outside the limits Of error. Tho 
additional number of cases lowered the standard error of the coefficients, 
thereby adding to their value. 
Hence, it appears from a. comparison of the results obtained by these 
five vo.riablcs, that the chief offect of adding extra. records from the s::une 
famili0s, is to lower the standard dovi~tion of tho vari~blcs. \Vhilc some 
slight changes occur in the correlation coefficients, it is questionable whothor 
the cha.ngcs arc great enough to be signific~~t, i.e. beyond the limits of 
error. The stonda.rd error of the corrclution coefficients is loYJCrcd thereby 
adding to their precision. 

